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Introduction
In computer science and artificial intelligence, learning or inductive inference is attracting much attention. Many contributions have been made in this field for the last 25 years [4] . Theoretical studies of language learning, originated in the so called grammatical inference, are now laying a firm foundation for the other approaches to learning as the theory of languages and automata did for computer science in general [7, 1, 2, 4, 171 . However, most of such studies were developed in their own frameworks such as patterns, regular grammars, context-free and context-sensitive grammars, phrase structure grammars, many kinds of automata, and so on. Hence they had to devise also their own procedures for generating hypotheses from examples so far given and for testing each hypothesis on them.
In this paper we introduce variable-bounded EFS to language learning, especially to inductive inference of languages. The EFS, elementary formal system [20, 61, that was invented by Smullyan to develop his recursive function theory is also a good framework for generating languages [5] .
Recently some new approaches to learning are proposed [ 16, 21, 3, 9] and being studied extensively [S, 141 . We here pay our attention to Shapiro's theory of model inference system (MIS for short) [ 161 that succeeded in unifying the various approaches to inductive inference such as program synthesis from examples, automatic knowledge acquisition, and automatic debugging.
It has theoretical backgrounds in the first order logic and logic programming.
His system also deals with language learning by using the so called difference-lists, which seem unnatural to develop the theory of language learning. This paper combines EFS and MIS in order that we can take full advantage of theoretical results of them and extend our previous work [19] . First we give definitions of concepts necessary for our discussions.
In Section 3 we show that the variable-bounded EFS has a good background in the theory of logic programming, and also it has an efficient derivation procedure for testing the guessed hypotheses on examples. In Section 4, we prove that the variable-bounded EFS's constitute a natural and proper subclass of the full EFS's, but they are powerful enough to define all the recursively enumerable sets of words. Then we describe in our framework many important subclasses of languages including Chomsky hierarchy and pattern languages. We also discuss the computations of unifiers which play a key role in the derivations for the above mentioned testing hypotheses. In Section 5 we give the inductive inference algorithms including contradiction backtracing and refinement operators for these subclasses in a uniform way, and prove their completeness.
Thus our variable-bounded EFS works as an efficient unifying framework for language learning.
Preliminaries
Let 2, X, and 17 be mutually disjoint sets. We assume that Z and 17 are finite. We refer to 2 as alphabet, and to each element of it as symbol, which will be denoted by a, 6, c, . . . , to each element of X as variable, denoted by x, y, z, x,, x2, . . . and to each element of II as predicate symbol, denoted by p, q, q,, q2,. . . , where each of them has an arity. At denotes the set of all nonempty words over a set A. Let S be an EFS that is being defined below.
Definition.
A term of S is an element of (1 u X)'. Each term is denoted by r, T, %-*, ?rz, . . . ) 7-1, 72,. . . . A ground term of S is an element of 2'. Terms are also called patterns.
Definition. An atomic formula (or atom for short) of S is an expression of the form P(T1,. . . , T,,), where p is a predicate symbol in n with arity n and rr,. . . , T,, are terms of S. The atom is ground if all r,, . . . , T,, are ground. Definition (Smullyan [20] ). An elementary formal system (EFS for short) S is a triplet (2, IT, r), where r is a finite set of definite clauses. The definite clauses in r are called axioms of S.
We denote a substitution by {x, := v,, . . , x, := n,,}, where xi are mutually distinct variables. We also define ~(7,). . . , T,)O = ~(7~0,. . , T,$) and for any variable x, and let 0 be any substitution. Then
Here we should note that 1x01~ 1 for any substitution. In case we allow an erasing substitution 0 such that 1x0]= 0, this lemma does not hold. 0
By this lemma we know that length-bounded clauses are all variable-bounded and it is computable to test whether a given clause is length-bounded or not. is variable-bounded, and also length-bounded by Lemma 2.1. It defines a language L( s, q) = { anbncn 1 n 3 1).
EFS as a logic programming language
In this section we show that EFS is a logic programming language. We give a refutation procedure for EFS and several kinds of semantics for EFS. Then we show that the refutation is complete as a procedure to accept EFS languages. We also show that the negation as a failure rule for variable-bounded EFS is complete and it is coincident with the Herbrand rule.
Derivation procedure for EFS
Definition. Let LY and /3 be a pair of terms or atoms. Then a substitution 0 is a unifier of LY and /3 if (~f3=/30.
It is often the case that there are infinitely many maximally general unifiers.
Example 3.1 (Plotkin [13] ). Let S = ({a, b}, {p}, r) . Then {x := a'} for every i is the unifier of p(ax) and p(xa). All the unifiers are maximally general.
We formalize the derivation for an EFS with no requirement that every unifier should be most general. We assume a computation rule R to select an atom from every goal, Definition. Let S be an EFS, and G be a goal of S. A derivation from G is a (finite or infinite) sequence of triplets (G,, O,, Ci) (i = 0, 1, . . . ) which satisfies the following conditions:
(3.1) Gi is a goal, 13~ is a substitution, C, is a variant of an axiom of S, and GO = G. ., &p&+1,.. ,&I&.
A,,, is a selected atom of Gi, and G,,, is a resolvent of G, and C, by Oi.
Definition. A refutation is a finite derivation ending with the empty goal 0.
Example 3.2. Let EFS S = ({a, b}, {p}, r) with l-= I p(a)*, P(h) + P(X), P(Y) I .
Then a refutation from +-p(babaa) is illustrated by Fig. 1 , where the computation rule selects the leftmost atom from every goal. Now we give a property of unification.
Makanin [12] showed that the existence of a unifier of two terms is decidable, but this fact is not sufficient for constructing derivations.
For ground patterns we have a good property. 
Completeness of refutation
We describe the semantics of EFS's according to Jaffar et al. [lo] . They have given a general framework of various logic programming languages by representing their unification algorithm as an equality theory. To represent the unification in the refutation for EFS we use the equality theory
E = {cons(cons(x, y), z) = cons(x, cons(y, z))},
where cons is to be interpreted as the catenation of terms. The first semantics for an EFS S = (2, I& r) is its model. To interpret well-formed formulas of S we can restrict the domains to the models of E. Then a model of S is an interpretation which makes every axiom in r true. We can use the set of all Zfp(T,) is identical to TsT w defined as follows:
Tstw= u T,Tn. n=0
The third semantics using refutation is defined by
SS( S) = {A E B(S) 1 there exists a refutation from +A}.
These three semantics are shown to be identical by Jaffar et al.
[lo]. Now we give another semantics of EFS using the provability as the set
PS(S)={AEB(S)(TEA}.

Theorem 3.1 (Yamamoto [23]). For every EFSS, M(S) = Ifp( Ts) = Ts t w = SS(S) = PS( S).
Thus the refutation is complete as a procedure to accept EFS languages.
Negation as failure for EFS
Now we discuss the inference of negation. We start with some definitions.
Definition. A derivation is finitely failed with length n if its length is n and there is no axiom which satisfies condition (3.3) for the selected atom of the last goal. In the discussion of negation, we assume that any computation rule R makes all derivations fair. We say such a computation rule to be fair. In general, we can easily construct an EFS such that FF(S) f GF (S) . We show that the negation as failure rule for variable-bounded EFS is complete. To prove the completeness, we need the set
GGF(S)={AEB(S)~~ or any fair computation rule, all derivations from
+A such that all goals in them are ground are finitely failed}. 
FF(S) = GF(S) = GGF(S).
By this theorem we can use the following equality theory instead of (3.4): E*={T=T+V~_, ecj(0,)l 7~ is a ground term, T is a term, and 0,) . . . , Ok are all unifiers of 71 and T}.
Thus the negation as failure rule is complete and identical to the Herbrand rule for variable-bounded EFS's. Yamamoto [23] has discussed the closed world assumption for EFS.
The classes of EFS languages
We describe the classes of our languages comparing with Chomsky hierarchy and some other classes. Throughout the paper we do not deal with the empty word.
The power of EFS
The first theorem shows the variable-bounded EFS's are powerful enough.
Theorem 4.1. Let 2 be an alphabet with at least two symbols. Then a language L c Z+ is definable by a variable-bounded EFS if and only if L is recursively enumerable.
Proof. A Turing machine with left and right endmarkers to indicate the both ends of currently used tape can be simulated in a variable-bounded EFS by encoding tape symbols to words of 2'. The converse is clear from Smullyan [20] . 0
The left to right part of Theorem 1.4 is still valid in case alphabet 2 is a singleton. However, to show the converse we need to weaken the statement slightly just as in Theorem 4.2(2) below, or to simulate two-way counter machines. Now we show relations between length-bounded EFS and CSG.
Theorem 4.2. (1) Any length-bounded EFS language is context-sensitive. (2) For any context-sensitive language LG X+, there exist a superset 2, of 2, a length-bounded EFS S = (&, IT, r) and p E II such that L = L(S, p) n Z+.
Proof. (1) Any derivation
in a length-bounded EFS from a ground goal can be simulated by a nondeterministic linear bounded automaton, because all the goals in the derivation are kept ground and the total length of the newly added subgoals in each resolution step does not exceed the length of the selected atom by the definition.
(2) This can also be proved by a simulation. II
The set & -2 above corresponds to the auxiliary alphabet like tape symbols or nonterminal symbols. We can show another theorem related to the converse of Theorem 4.2( 1).
Definition. A function u from .I5+ into itself is length-bounded EFS realizable if there exist a length-bounded EFS S, = (2, I7,,, r,) and a binary predicate symbol p E IT0 for which rOt-p(u, w)~w=o(u).
Theorem 4.3. Let X be an alphabet with at least two symbols. Then for any contextsensitive language L c 2 +, there exist a length-bounded EFS S = (Z, lT, r), a lengthbounded EFS realizable function u and p E ll associated with u such that
L={wE~+~r~p(w,a(w))}. is regular and L(S, p) = {a"b" 1 n 3 1).
Theorem 4.4. A language is definable by a regular EFS if and only if it is context-free.
Definition. A regular EFS S = (JC, I& r) is right-linear (left-linear) if each axiom in
r is of one of the following forms:
where n is a regular pattern and u E X'+.
A regular EFS is one-sided linear if it is right-or left-linear. These two theorems can easily be proved by noticing that a production rule, say of a context free grammar can be transformed into a clause
p(uxy) + 4(x), r(y)
of the regular EFS, where p, q and r are nonterminals and u is a terminal string, and we confuse the nonterminals and predicate symbols. The pattern languages [l, 2, 17, 181 which are important in inductive inference of languages from positive data are also definable by special simple EFS's.
Computations of unijers
As we have stated in Section 3, all the goals in the derivation from a ground goal are kept ground, because we deal with only the variable-bounded EFS's. Hence, every unification is made between a term and a ground term. To find a unifier is to get a solution of equation w = r, where w is a ground term and r is a term possibly with variables. In general, as is easily seen, the equation can be solved in O(]wl'"') time. Hence, for a fixed EFS, it can be solved in time polynomial in the length of the ground goal. However, if the EFS is not fixed, the problem is NP-complete, because it is equivalent to the membership problem of pattern languages [l] . As for the one-sided linear and regular EFS's, the problem can be proved to have good properties. By these propositions, the unifier of w and 7~ is at most unique in one-sided linear EFS, and each unifier of them can be computed in a linear time in regular EFS. However, in the worst case, there may exist unifiers in regular EFS as many as I w('~'.
Inductive inference of EFS languages
In this section, we show how EFS languages are inductively learned. To specify inductive inference problems we need to give five items, the set of rules, the representation of rules, the data presentation, the method of inference called the inference machine, and the criterion of successful inference [4] .
In our problem, the class of rules are EFS languages. The examples are ground atoms A with sign + or -indicating whether A is provable from the target EFS or not. An example +A is said to be positive, -A negative. Our criterion of successful inference is the traditional identijication in the limit [7] . When MIEFS finds the current hypothesis H is not compatible with the examples read so far, it tries to modify H as follows. If H is too strong, then MIEFS searches H for a false clause C by using CBA and deletes C from H. Otherwise MIEFS increases the power of H by adding refinements of clauses deleted so far. A refinement C' of a clause C is a logical consequence of C. Therefore the hypothesis obtained by adding a refinement C' is weaker than the hypothesis before deleting C. Proof. By Lemma 5.1 and an induction on k -i, the number of oracle calls made by CBA, we can easily prove that the clause returned by CBA is false in M.
We may assume that G, is not empty. Hence k -i is positive. If CBA makes the kth call to the oracle ASK, then the received truth value of A, upon which G, is resolved must be false because A, is identical to an atom in G,,. Therefore CBA always returns a clause CkPi after making at most k oracle calls. 0
Refinement operator for EFS
We assume a structural complexity measure size of patterns and clauses such that the number of patterns or clauses whose sizes are equal to n is finite (except renaming of variables) for any integer n. In what follows, we identify variants with each other. Similarly we define plb for length-bounded clauses.
Theorem 5.3. pVb is a complete rejinement operator for variable-bounded clauses.
Theorem 5.4. plb is a locally finite and complete rejinement operatorfor length-bounded clauses.
Note that pvb is not locally finite because the number of atoms B, possibly added by pYh is infinite, while plb is locally finite. We can also define refinement operators for simple or regular clauses and prove they are locally finite and complete. For simple clauses, applications of basic substitutions should be restricted only to atoms. Further, for regular clauses, substitutions of the form {x:= y} should be inhibited.
Conclusion
We have introduced several important subclasses of EFS's by gradually imposing restrictions on the axioms, and given a theoretical foundation of EFS's from the viewpoint of logic programming.
EFS's work for accepting languages as well as for generating them. This aspect of EFS's is particularly useful for inductive inference of languages. We have also shown inductive inference algorithms for some subclasses of EFS's in a uniform way and proved their completeness.
Thus, EFS's are a good unifying framework for inductive inference of languages. We can introduce pairs of parentheses to simple EFS's just like parenthesis grammars. Nearly the same approaches as [24, 15] will be applicable to our inductive inference of simple EFS languages. Thus, we can resolve the computational hardness of unifications.
There are many other problems in connection with computational complexity, the learning models such as [3, 21] , and introduction of the empty word [ 181 which we will discuss elsewhere.
